
Theme Sharing The Planet               How The World Works How We Express 
Ourselves           

Where We are in Place 
and Time              

How We Organize 
Ourselves         Who We Are     

Central idea
Conflict is natural and can be 
solved by the behavior of the 
people involved. 

Humans use their 
understanding of force and 
motion to create tools and 
machines.

Individuals and cultures 
express their beliefs, ideals 
and values in the heroes they 
celebrate.

Observation of the universe 
has stimulated people to 
explore the realms of space.

Different political systems 
impact how people live.

There are cycles in nature that 
influence life and can be 
observed and predicted over 
time

Lines of Inquiry

*Causes of conflict 
* Differing points of view in a 
conflict 
* Conflict resolution strategies 

*The relationship between force 
and motion
*Forces used in simple machines
*Energy transfer in simple 
machines

* Beliefs and values
* The qualities of a hero.
* How we express our values 
through the heroes we choose to 
celebrate

* The earth's position in space   * 
History of space discovery and 
exploration                         
* How space exploration has 
furthered our understanding of 
the universe 

* The different types of 
government
* What it means to be a 
responsible citizen     
* Why we have government

* Cycles that can be observed in 
the natural world
* Living things change over 
periods of their life cycles 	
* Different cycles can be 
interconnected and influence life

Concepts responsibility causation 
perspective function, causation, change form, connection, perspective form, connection,change function, responsibility, 

perspective change, connection, form

Learner Profile 
Attributes

principled, open-minded risk taker, thinker reflective, caring inquirer, knowledgeable communicator, open minded, 
principled communicator, balanced

Approaches to 
Learning

*Social skills

*Thinking skills

*Communication skills

*Thinking skills
                                        
*Self management skills

*Communication skills

*Research skills

*Communication skills

*Research skills

*Thinking skills

*Research skills

*Communication skills 

*Self management skills

*Thinking: skills

*Social skills
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